The Keeping Safe resource gives people an opportunity to reflect on how their lives are going. It supports safeguarding by allowing issues of concern to arise through this supported conversation. The webinar will explore how to raise difficult and sensitive topics in a non-threatening way that helps both the listener and the thinker. It will illustrate how using the resource not only improves quality of lives but saves services money.

The resource explores 3 topics

- Wellbeing
- Relationships
- Thoughts and feelings

Talking Mats Safeguarding Webinar
Feb 22nd 2018
3.30 - 4.30 pm
UK Time

This course is relevant to you if you:
- have attended a Talking Mats foundation training and are experienced in using Talking Mats
- want to extend your use of Talking Mats and consider its role and application to safeguarding

You will need access to a computer linked to the internet and a phone

Cost: £75.00 (excl vat) - includes Keeping Safe resource.
If you just want the webinar the cost is £20.00 (excl vat)

To apply please follow this link